Remote lockbox delivers flexible donation processing options for nonprofit organizations

Executive summary

Employing remote lockbox creates a system with flexible and lightweight donation capture and low overhead. Plus, it enables you to capture stranded donations received outside of lockbox, such as at a regional office or a fundraising event, empowering your organization to expand its reach and maximize its gains.

What is remote lockbox?

» Capture: lightweight and flexible
  Unlike the traditional lockbox model, where capture is generally only performed at a few select locations, remote lockbox makes the point of donation capture flexible and enables it to be performed at regional offices and events using check or full-page scanners.

» Processing: fixed costs become variable costs
  Donor validation and data entry can happen at the point of capture or the captured images can simply be transmitted to Deluxe’s central processing hub, for full caging. Donor validation, data entry and business rules unique to the individual customer are completed on Deluxe’s core processing platform.

» Output: electronic deposits, online reporting, digital archiving
  Exceptions can be handled by Deluxe or by the organization via online access. Lockbox outputs and electronic deposit files are created at the hub, settlement files are sent and reporting is made available through web-based software. Deluxe provides archiving options for up to 10
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years for research and recovery purposes in the event of a disaster or other issue.

The bottom line
Remote lockbox provides important new features that today’s nonprofits demand. Adding geographic flexibility in donation capture, additional or custom keying services, state-of-the-art archiving and research and reporting tools make remote lockbox a game changer for nonprofits, financial institutions and other companies that are looking to optimize their operations, free of the constraints of traditional lockbox processing.

About Deluxe
At Deluxe, we champion businesses so communities can thrive. Our products and services help businesses, both big and small, start, grow and operate more efficiently. We do this with trusted and tech-forward solutions in areas like Cloud, Promotional Products, Payments and Checks, with more than 4,600 financial institution clients and nearly 4.8M small business customers across North America.

Payment options are growing rapidly and choice is expected today. The technology Deluxe Payment Solutions offers helps businesses give their customers more payment options. From treasury management to retail and payroll, our solutions optimize all aspects of a payment ecosystem with the power to give, take and process payments.

Want more information?
Contact us today.

fi.deluxe.com
800.937.0017
or contact your Deluxe representative